
Countless injured workers have their benefits reduced by the 
WSIB when they are “deemed” to have a phantom job that 
doesn’t actually exist. The WSIB must stop pretending injured 
workers are employed when they are not, and provide full 
compensation for lost wages.  

The WSIB must stop its many practices of systematically ignoring 
the advice of the health care providers who know workers best: 
Soliciting opinions from insurance-industry medical consultants, 
or “paper doctors” who never meet the worker; Selectively 
ignoring medical reports that are favourable to the worker; 
Disregarding medical opinions that an injured worker is not ready 
to return to work. The WSIB must give priority to injured workers’ 
treating healthcare team. 

When an injured worker is approved for compensation benefits in 
Ontario, they often have their benefits reduced or eliminated 
because of what the WSIB calls a “pre-existing condition,” even if 
that condition has never caused any work disruptions in the past. 
For example, a construction worker who hurts his back at work 
will see a reduction in their benefits because medical imaging 
shows very normal signs of “degeneration” caused by a lifetime 
of hard work.  WSIB must not use conditions that did not cause 
work disruptions in the past to deny compensation. 

OUR DEMANDS
FOR A SYSTEM THAT PROTECTS EVERYONE
NO CUTS BASED ON PHANTOM JOBS

LISTEN TO INJURED WORKERS' DOCTORS

DON'T CUT BENEFITS BASED ON 'PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS'
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facebook.com/OntarioNetworkIWG 
@ONIWG

Join our mailing list at tinyurl.com/WorkersCompIsARight 
Call your MPP to support our demands
Get campaign materials for online and print by visiting: 
 injuredworkersonline.org/workers-comp-is-a-right- 
campaign/action-toolkit/
Share those materials in your neighbourhood, and online (use 
the hashtag #WorkersCompIsARight)
Collect signatures on our petition (available to print online)
Follow us on social media
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